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7. Fault Types and Sequence Components

The primary purpose for sequence components is to analyze unbalanced systems, so let’s look 
at some examples and see what sequence components are generated by different fault types.

A) Phase-to-Ground Faults

Phase-to-ground faults are characterized by an increased current and decreased voltage 
on the faulted phase. The other two phases not associated with the fault stay close to their 
prefault values and, to make the examples simple, will remain at prefault values. We’ll use 
the following values for our calculations which simulate a 30V fault voltage, and a 10A fault 
current lagging angle by 65°.

PREFAulT FAulT

Va 69.28V @ 0° 30V @ 0°

Vb 69.28V @ -120° 69.28V @ -120°

Vc 69.28V @ 120° 69.28V @ 120°

Ia 2A @ -30° 10A @ -65°

Ib 2A @ -150° 2A @ -150°

Ic 2A @ 90° 2A @ 90°

We do not need to perform any calculations on the prefault values because they are the 
definition of a balanced 3Ø system which means that the voltage and current are 100% 
positive sequence with no negative or zero sequence components. The negative and zero 
sequence components can only exist in an unbalanced system. 

The following calculations demonstrate all of the information we’ve presented so far and 
can get quite intense. See if you can follow the calculations, but remember that there are 
many sequence calculation programs available. It is more important that you understand 
the process rather than perform every single calculation. We’ll start with the positive 
sequence fault voltage calculation:
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V1 56.19V@0


